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Predicting the inﬂuence of the surface on the effective elastic properties of nanoscale structures and
nanomaterials remains a challenge, which we here address on both levels, continuum and atomic.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) computation at the atomic level yields the ﬁrst reliable surface excess
elastic parameters for the (111) and (001) surfaces of gold. At the continuum level, we derive closed-form
expressions for the effective elastic behavior that can be combined with the DFT-derived excess elastic
parameters to obtain the effective axial, torsion, and bending stiffness of circular nanowires with surface
excess elasticity. The two approaches use different reference frames, and we emphasize the need for
consistent stress deﬁnitions and for conversion between the separate stress measures when transferring
results between the approaches. We present excess elastic parameters separately for Cauchy and 2nd
Piola-Kirchhoff stresses, demonstrating that the conversion substantially modiﬁes their numerical value
and may even invert their sign. The results afford an assessment of the contribution of the surface excess
elastic parameters to the effective elastic response of nanoscale beams or wires. This assessment sheds
doubt on earlier suggestions relating experimental observations of an effective stiffening or softening at
small size to the excess elasticity of clean surfaces.
© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NCND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
The size-dependent elastic response of nanomaterials and
nanostructures is of great interest in a variety of nanoelectromechanical systems, such as ultrahigh-frequency nanowire
resonators [1e4] or nanoporous metal actuators [5,6]. However,
experimental evidence concerning the magnitude and direction of
this size effect remains contradictory: With a decrease of the
characteristic dimension, some experiments ﬁnd an enhanced
stiffness [7e11] while others point towards enhanced compliance
[12,13]. The large experimental uncertainty is emphasized by
studies which report both, stiffening and softening, for the same
material [14].
The local elasticity of surfaces has been proposed as a key factor
regarding the origin of the size-dependent effective properties
[3,7,8]. A quantitative measure of this local elastic response is
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provided by the surface excess elastic parameters, which are
deﬁned through the response of surface stress to tangential strain
at the surface [15].
In view of contradictory experimental results on magnitude and
sign of the excess elastic parameters, studies of nanoporous gold
(NPG), a material that can be understood as a network of nanoscale
struts or ‘ligaments’, are remarkable: The effective elasticity of the
material varies if the pore surfaces are wetted by electrolyte and the
electrode potential is modulated. The ﬁnding conﬁrms unambiguously that surface excess elasticity contributes signiﬁcantly to the
overall elastic response [6]. Furthermore, two independent studies
report in the order of tenfold stiffening of NPG as the ligament size
decreased [9,11]. This may suggest positive-valued excess elastic
parameters, yet the suggestion is controversial [11], and indeed
little size-dependence is found for Au nanowires [16]. It is also
noteworthy that several studies emphasize the role of nonlinear
elasticity at small size, speciﬁcally in metal multilayers [17] and in
nanowires [2,10,18]. The reasoning is that nanoscale objects are
pre-strained by the action of the surface stresses and may thus
probe bulk nonlinear elastic behavior. The surface-induced strain in
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a nanowire includes shear components [19], and this may lead to
substantial shear softening or even shear instability of the bulk
[20]. Such higher-order elasticity effects are not readily separated
from surface excess elasticity in experiment.
Atomistic numerical analysis allows to explore surface excess
elasticity in isolation. Models based on the Embedded Atom
Method (EAM) tend to predict an enhanced compliance [2], and
negative-valued surface excess elastic parameters have been reported in EAM studies of various metallic surfaces [21,22]. However,
it has not been established that EAM potentials provide a valid
probe of surface excess elasticity. In fact, the more substantiated
Density Functional Theory (DFT) studies of the effective elastic
response of thin ﬁlms or nanowires disagree with the EAM-derived
trends by allowing for stiffening in certain crystallographic orientations [23]. While numerical values are available for ZnO [24,25],
GaN [25], and AlN [25,26], no DFT data for metals has been reported
so far.
To summarize, experiments support surface excess elasticity but
fail to establish its magnitude or even the sign. Excess elastic parameters have been reported based on EAM potentials, but the
numerical values or signs derived from such studies lack a solid
physical basis. DFT can provide more substantiated insights, but
application of this technique to surface elasticity is computationally
extremely demanding, and in fact DFT-based excess elastic parameters for metallic surfaces have not yet been reported. This,
alongside the increase of available computational resources, motivates our study to this matter.
Linking the surface excess elastic parameters to experimentally
observable effects such as, for instance, the elasticity of nanowires,
requires a continuum theory for the effective elastic behavior. Of
interest in relation to small-scale axial tension tests on nanowires
(see e.g. [10]) is the effective Young's modulus. Cantilever resonators deform in bending, and thus results for the effective bending
stiffness are needed. NPG can be modeled as a network of nanoscale
struts which may predominantly deform in either, tension or
bending and torsion, depending on the solid fraction [27]. This
emphasizes the interest in effective values of axial, bending, and
torsion stiffness.
Here, we derive closed-form expressions for the effective stiffness of a nanowire under different loading conditions in a form that
supports direct insertion of the DFT-derived surface elastic parameters. We combine a continuum analysis with a DFT study into
the surface elastic parameters for Au(111) and (001) as the basis for
discussing the impact of surface excess elasticity on the effective
stiffness of nanoscale structures.
In the following Section and throughout the discussion, we
emphasize the requirement of a seamless connection between both
approaches in terms of the employed variables. The discussion
highlights how the surface stress and surface excess elastic parameters are affected by the frame of reference, stressing the need
for consistency between the applied methods.
2. Connecting theory and experiment: reference frames,
stress deﬁnitions, and locating the dividing surface
We wish to predict the experimental signature of the sizedependent elastic response of nanostructures based on an ab initio analysis of the atomic-scale interaction at crystal surfaces. Our
analysis of the elasticity of nanowires in the framework of continuum mechanics provides the link between the local elastic
response at the surface, which emerges from our DFT computation,
and the effective elastic response of the nanoscale object, which is
observed experimentally. Each of the above approacheseexperiment, DFT, continuum theoryeturns out to naturally connect to its
individual set of deﬁnitions of stress, strain, and spacial reference
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frame. Accounting consistently for these deﬁnitions is quintessential for a correct handshake between the approaches. This theme is
outlined in the following.
The database of a typical experiment, for instance a tensile test
on a nanowire, comprises the initial (before loading) length and
cross-section of the sample, plus the length change and the net load
in each state of deformation. The effective Young's modulus is
computed as the slope in a plot of “engineering stress” versus
“engineering strain”, that is, of physical load per initial crosssection versus length change per initial length. In the language of
continuum mechanics, referring stress and strain to the initial geometry means that “Lagrangian” coordinates are used, and the ratio
of physical load over referential cross-section is a component of
what is termed the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress P.
In continuum theory it is often more convenient to work with
different measures for stress and strain that, contrary to P, warrant
a representation by symmetric tensors. Our work adopts one such
approach, which underlies standard studies of surface elasticity.
Here, free energy changes are derived from the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff
stress S and the Lagrangian (or Green) strain as the two energyconjugate quantities.
The DFT computation requires yet another stress measure: Individual simulations are not aware of the concept of an undeformed
reference conﬁguration, and hence the stress is computed as load
per area of the actual, deformed conﬁguration [28,29]. This is the
so-called Cauchy stress s. The deﬁnitions of and conversions between the various stress measures are well established, see e.g. the
textbook by Bonet and Wood [30]. Throughout our derivation, we
shall keep the reader aware of these distinctions and their implications for comparing theory and experiment.
Our analysis of elastic deformation is based on a smooth
displacement vector function u(X) with X the initial position of
material points i in physical space and xi ¼4(Xi) ¼ Xi þ u(Xi) their
position in the deformed state. Relevant measures for strain are the
deformation gradient

F ¼ V4;

(1)

a second rank tensor that is generally not symmetric, and the
symmetric Green strain tensor ½(FTF U), where U denotes the
unit tensor in 3D. With J ¼ det(F) the Jacobian of F, the stress
measures of our analysis transform as follows:

S ¼ JF1 sFT ;

(2)

P ¼ J sFT ;

(3)

S ¼ F1 P:

(4)

Consistency between the atomic-scale simulation and the continuum picture in our work requires agreement on the net mechanical work in conﬁgurations with a ﬁnite volume, for instance
the DFT simulation cell and its representation in an equivalent
continuum picture. This requirement touches upon yet another
important issue, well recognized in studies of capillarity, namely
the choice of a convention for locating the dividing surface S that
deﬁnes the volume in the continuum description. A natural
requirement for such a convention is that it ensures the referential
volume enclosed by S to agree with the product of the number N of
atoms and the atomic volume U in the reference state. This speciﬁcation is compatible with the mechanics in our work [31]. For
planar and sufﬁciently symmetric crystal surfaces, the dividing
surface is located halfway between the outermost lattice plane and
the ﬁrst missing plane. Care is required at curved surfaces, since
inconsistent location of S may introduce artiﬁcial curvature-
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reference state which is stress-free (and isotropic, not sheared) in
the bulk, and we express the elastic response of the bulk and of the
surface in the form

dependencies of physical properties.
3. Effective elastic response e the continuum picture

B

S ¼ 2mB E þ l trðEÞU;

3.1. Constitutive assumptions
We now derive the continuum description of a circular nanowire subjected to axial tension, bending, or torsion as illustrated in
Fig. 1.
We analyze the mechanics of a ﬁnite solid body, restricting
attention to linear elasticity and small strains. Our continuum
approach is based on Refs [15,32]; it uses Lagrangian coordinates
and describes the energetics in terms of a bulk free energy density
(per volume) function J ¼ J(E) with strain tensor E and of a
surface free energy density (per area) j ¼ jðEÞ with E the tangential strain tensor. The strain variable for the bulk is the Green strain
tensor in the limit of small strain,

E¼


1
Vu þ ðVuÞT :
2

(5)

The local tangential strain at any point on the surface is a projection of the bulk strain near that point into the local surface plane,

E ¼ ℙEℙ:

(6)

With n the local outer surface normal and 5 the Kronecker product, the local surface projection tensor ℙ at any point on the surface
is given by

ℙ ¼ U  n5n:

(7)

Equation (6) connects the deformation at the surface to that of the
bulk, thereby introducing the coherency constraint at the crystal
surface into the continuum analysis.
The free energy densities are deﬁned so that the net free energy
F combines a volume, V, integral over J in the bulk, B, and an area,
R
R
A, integral over j on the surface, S, as F ¼ JdV þ jdA.
B

1
2

1
j ¼ j0 þ S0 $E þ E$ℂ$E;
2

S

S ¼ f0 ℙ þ 2mS E þ l trðEÞℙ:

(13)

The symbols have the following meaning: f0: scalar surface stress
 constants for
parameter of the undeformed surface; m and l: Lame
bulk or surface [15], as indicated by labels.
In experimental studies it is usual to characterize the bulk elastic
response of isotropic solids in terms of Young's modulus Y B and
Poisson's ratio nB . For the convenience of the experimentalist, we
will display selected results using this more familiar representation. The conversion rules are

1
;
2 1 þ nB

mB ¼ Y B 

lB ¼ Y B 

1þ

nB

nB



1  2nB

:

(14)

When exploring the elasticity of crystal surfaces, as in our DFT
study, we allow for the elastic response to follow the symmetry of a
cubic crystal. We deﬁne orthogonal surface principal directions u1
and u2, and we specify the independent components of ℂ via Voigt
notation (indices are contracted as 11 / 1, 22 / 2, 12 / 4). The
relevant surface excess elastic parameters are ℂ11 , ℂ12 , and ℂ44 . For
high symmetry surfaces, such as the (111) surface of gold [21], the
elastic response is isotropic in the plane, and in that instance the
two independent excess elastic parameters ℂ11 and ℂ12 relate to
 constants through
the surface Lame

1
2

mS ¼ ðℂ11  ℂ12 Þ ¼ ℂ44 and lS ¼ ℂ12 ;

(15)

respectively.

S

We work with linear elastic constitutive assumptions for the
elastic response of the bulk and of the surface. Allowing for in-plane
anisotropy of the surfaceeas in low-symmetry crystal facesewe
take the equation of state for J and j as

J ¼ J0 þ E$C$E;

(12)

(8)

(9)

3.2. Equilibrium conditions
The equilibrium condition for the stress in the bulk is

div S ¼ 0;

(16)

whereas the local equilibrium at the surface in the absence of
external load satisﬁes the Gurtin-Murdoch condition [15]

respectively. C and ℂ are fourth rank tensors representing the
stiffness of the bulk and the excess stiffness of the surface [32]. The
surface stress is denoted by S, and speciﬁcally S0 is its value in the
reference state. Thus, strain changes the bulk stress S and the surface stress S according to

S¼

dJ
¼ E$C;
dE

(10)

S¼

dj
¼ S0 þ E$ℂ:
dE

(11)

By their deﬁnition as derivatives of free energy densities in referential coordinates with respect to the small-strain limit of the Green
strain given in Equation (5), S and S are 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stresses.
In the interest of conciseness, our continuum analysis is
restricted to isotropic solids. Here, we specify strain relative to a

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a circular nanowire subjected to axial tension, bending,
and torsion.
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S$n þ divS S ¼ 0;

(17)

with divS the surface divergence operator. This condition speciﬁes
the normal stress component at the surface. The remaining stress
components are constrained by the Weissmüller-Cahn mean stress
condition [19]. Assuming once more the absence of external load,
this balance equation reads

Z

Z
SdV þ

B

SdA ¼ 0:

(18)

S

Because of the superposition principle of linear elasticity, external
loads and their compensating bulk stresses are simply additive to
Equation (18).
3.3. Axial stiffness of a circular nanowire
Our analysis here considers a long (no end effects) cylinder of
radius r that is loaded exclusively by an external traction T which
acts along the axis. Symmetry requires the stress and the strain in
the bulk to be uniform and isotropic in cross-sectional planes.
Stress and strain are then completely speciﬁed by their axial and
radial components, SA and SR for the stress and EA and ER for the
strain. In matrix notation, using Cartesian coordinates, we thus
have

0

ER
E¼@ 0
0

0
ER
0

1

0
0 A;
EA

0

SR
S¼@ 0
0

0
SR
0

1

0
0 A:
SA

(19)

Equation (16) is here automatically satisﬁed since S is uniform.
Equation (17) requires for the radial stresses that

1
t$S$t þ SR ¼ 0;
r

(20)

where t is a tangential unit vector in the surface plane, oriented
normal to the nanowire axis. Speciﬁcally, t ¼ a  n with a the axial
unit vector. Furthermore, Equation (18) along with the superposition principle of linear elasticity here implies for the axial stress

2pr a$S$a þ pr 2 SA ¼ pr 2 T:

SA ¼ af0

and

supports the present analysis.
The effective Young's modulus Yeff of the nanowire is obtained
from the solution for the strain through


Y eff ¼

1
SR ¼  af0
2

(22)

dEA
dT

1

:

(24)

To ﬁrst order in a it is

 

2
 2 
:
Y eff ¼ Y B þ a lS 1  nB þ 2mS 1 þ nB

(25)

In terms of the excess elasticity coefﬁcients ℂij , this result reads




 2 
 2ℂ12 nB :
Y eff ¼ Y B þ a ℂ11 1 þ nB

(26)

This result agrees with the previous computation in [34], and the
agreement again supports our analysis.
3.4. Torsion stiffness of a circular nanowire
Consider a wire of length L and twisted through an angle f about
its axis, so that the strain is

0

E¼

rf @ 0

0
sin q

2L

0
0
cos q

1
sin q
cos q A;
0

(27)

with r the radial distance from the wire's central axis and q a polar
angle in the cross-sectional plane.
The bulk strain E of Equation (27) is a pure shear, and the same
holds for the tangential strain E at the surface. By virtue of Equation
(13), the tangential strain adds a shear component DS to the surface
S

stress. This extra surface stress depends only on mS and not on l .
Furthermore, the extra stress does not affect the normal stress
balance of Equation (17). In other words, the surface excess elasticity does not affect the stress or strain in the bulk of the twisted
nanowire at equilibrium. Equation (27) is then exact and may be
used, along with the projection Equation (6) and the stress-strain
b through
relations (12) and (13), to compute the torque T

(21)

Solutions for the stress and strain ﬁelds are readily found when
accounting for the constitutive Equation (13) along with the above
equilibrium conditions. If there is no surface excess elasticity, the
stresses and strains at equilibrium scale linearly with the speciﬁc
surface area (area per volume) a [19,33]. For the geometry under
consideration we have a ¼ 2/r. Accounting for excess elasticity introduces higher order terms in a that are typically negligible in
experimental situations unless the nanowire radius is exceedingly
small. Therefore, and in the interest of conciseness, we take series
expansions in a around a ¼ 0 for all results and we display only
terms up to order a.
In the absence of an external load, the stress and strain components are obtained as
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b¼
T

Z r Z2p
0

t$S$ardqdr þ

0

Z2p

t$S$ardq:

(28)

0

The result is



b ¼ bJ f GB þ 2amS ;
T
L

(29)

with bJ ¼ p=2r4 the polar moment of area of the wire cross-section
and GB ¼ 12Y B =ð1 þ nB Þ the shear modulus in the bulk. As the
torsional rigidity of a beam is deﬁned as the product of bJ and the
shear modulus, Equation (29) suggests that the torsional rigidity of
a nanowire is bJGeff , with the effective shear modulus given by

Geff ¼ GB þ 2amS ¼ GB þ 2aℂ44 :

(30)

and

EA ¼ af0

1  nB
YB

and

ER ¼ af0

1  3nB
:
2Y B

(23)

The agreement with previous results for stress [19] and strain [33]

3.5. Bending stiffness of a circular nanowire
Here, we consider the load conditions required for bending the
circular nanowire to a bending curvature k. In the absence of
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surface stress and surface-induced relaxation, the strain is then

0

nB
E ¼ k x@ 0
0

0
nB
0

1

0
0 A;
1

(31)

with x the distance from the neutral ﬁber.
If a wire with surface stress is bent, the capillary forces are no
longer uniform and Equation (20) requires extra bulk stress components for compensation. In other words, on top of the bending
strain of Equation (31), a nonuniform elastic relaxation in the wire
is required. This may affect the bending moment. We have not
found a closed-form solution for the relaxation. However, one
mayein a Voigt-type scenarioeignore the relaxation and obtain an
approximate solution as an upper limit of the bending stiffness.
This amounts to assuming that the leading contribution of the
surface stress to the bending moment is simply due to the axial
forces that result when the bending strain ﬁeld of Equation (31)
modiﬁes the surface stress through Equation (13). The bending
moment is here obtained from

Z
M¼

Z
a$S$a xds þ

C

a$S$a xdl;

(32)

P

with s an area element on the cross-sectional surface C of the wire
and l a line element on its perimeter P. The result is

 


p
M ¼ r 4 kY B þ pr 3 k lS 1  nB þ 2mS :
4

(33)

Our approximate result for the bending stiffness K of the circular
nanowire with surface excess elasticity is therefore K ¼ p/4r4Yeff,
with the effective Young's modulus for bending given by

 


S
Y eff ¼ Y B þ 2a l 1  nB þ 2mS ;

(34)

or equivalently



Y eff ¼ Y B þ 2a ℂ11  nB ℂ12 :

(35)

To summarize, Equations (26), (30) and (35) express the impact
of the surface on the effective elastic response of nanowires as
products of the speciﬁc surface area and combinations of the surface excess stiffness tensor components Cij .
3.6. Impact of the reference state for strain
As outlined in Section 2, our continuum analysis is formulated in
terms of 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stresses whereas experiments typically
work with 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. This raises the question, how
can our continuum expressions for Yeff be compared to experimental values.
To clarify the issue, we have used the conversion rule of Equation (4), considering the strain of Equation (19), which allows to
express the external traction T in Equation (21) in terms of the 1st
Piola-Kirchhoff (or “engineering”) external applied stress teng as
T ¼ teng ð1  EA Þ. The experimental measure for Yeff is obtained by
again solving for the stresses at equilibrium and then taking the
derivative in Equation (24) with respect to teng as opposed to T. If
the experimental strain is measured relative to the relaxed state of
the nanowire, where the internal stresses and strains are already
equilibrated with the surface stress f0 but where no external load
acts as yet, then Equations (25) and (26) do provide the correct
description of the experimental stress-strain response. This deﬁnition of strain is indeed a natural one in experiment.

We have applied similar checks to the torsion and bending
stiffness results above. The situation is more benign since symmetry considerations forbid torsion or bending contributions to the
relaxation in the absence of an external load. Furthermore, one
readily ﬁnds that T ¼ teng for torsion; therefore the choice of the
experimental reference state is of no consequence. We also ﬁnd
that differences between the bending moments in the 2nd versus
the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff representation depend on the bending curvature with k2 in leading order. Here again, the effective elastic
coefﬁcient derived in our continuum analysis can be directly
transferred to the experimental reference frame.
4. Ab initio calculation of surface excess elasticity
4.1. Computational
For the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, we
employed the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [35e38],
its implemented projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials
[39,40], and the local density approximation (LDA) [41]. First-order
Methfessel-Paxton [42] smearing was applied with a smearing
width of 0.4 eV. Whenever required, ionic positions were relaxed
until all force components were smaller than 5,105 eVÅ1.
Surfaces were modeled by 12-layer fcc surface slabs in (111) and
(001) orientation, containing one atom per atomic layer parallel to
the surface. Convergence with respect to the number of atomic
layers was carefully tested, and no signiﬁcant impact on the surface
excess elastic parameters was found. In order to avoid interaction
between periodic images of the surfaces, 15 Å of separating vacuum
were added to the equilibrium dimension of the surface slabs. All
surface energy densities and stresses were calculated with reference to the smallest possible bulk cell of the same orientation and
mixed boundary conditions.
All results were checked for convergence with respect to
smearing, k-point sampling, and energy cutoff, and details are
provided in the supplementary online material. For surface and
bulk calculations, the same in-plane grid of Monkhorst-Pack [43] kpoints was used. In case of surface cells, a single k-point was used
for the long cell direction. The number of k-points in the long direction of the bulk cells was chosen to approximately match the kpoint density of the lateral directions. All presented calculations
were performed with the highly increased energy cutoff of 1100 eV.
The equilibrium lattice constant was calculated for the (111) and
(001) bulk reference cells via a Murnaghan ﬁt. Bulk elastic parameters Cij were obtained via the stress-based routine [44]
implemented in VASP, involving stress-based optimization of the
cell dimensions as recommended by Caro et al. [45]. Results for
relevant bulk properties are presented in Table 1, and the excellent
agreement to other computational and experimental data supports
our analysis.
4.2. Calculation of surface energy and surface stress
The surface stress of the unstrained (111) and (001) surfaces is
isotropic, so that we can specify it by the scalar surface stress variable f0 (see Section 3). The surface excess elastic parameters are
subject to symmetry constraints [21,22], so that the (111) surface of
the fcc lattice is characterized by only three non-zero surface excess
elastic parameters, two of which are independent (ℂ11 , ℂ12 ,
2ℂ44 ¼ ℂ11  ℂ12 ). In case of the (001) surface, three non-zero independent surface excess elastic parameters need to be considered
(ℂ11 , ℂ12 , ℂ44 ). The principal surface directions u1 and u2 correspond to the [110] and [112] directions of the (111) surface and to
the [100] and [010] directions of the (001) surface, respectively.
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To probe the strain-dependence of surface energy and surface
stress, we applied alternatively the uniaxial tangential deformation
F(1) and the tangential shear deformation F(2) represented by the
following deformation gradients:

0
Fð1Þ ¼ @

1þε
0
0

0
1
0

1

0
0 A;
1þb

0

1
Fð2Þ ¼ @ g
0

g
1
0

1

0
0 A:
1þb

(36)

Table 1
Lattice constant a0 and bulk elastic parameters Cij of Au in comparison to other
computational and experimental results.

a0 (Å)
C11 (GPa)
C12 (GPa)
C44 (GPa)
a
b

The strain magnitudes ε and g were restricted to the interval 0.015
to þ0.015 so as to ascertain a linear elastic response of the surfaces.
Each desired tangential deformation was imposed on the
initially unstrained (111) and (001) bulk cells. As the mixed
boundary conditions of the surface require the crystal to be stressfree in direction of the surface normal n, the corresponding bulk
contraction was found by minimizing the total energy of the
tangentially strained bulk cells with respect to the normal strain
parameter b.
Starting conﬁgurations for the surface slabs were constructed
with tangential strain and bulk contraction identical to that of the
corresponding bulk reference. On each side of the slab, the ﬁve
outer surface layers were allowed to relax to their new equilibrium
positionseleaving only the central two layers ﬁxed with contracted
bulk interlayer spacing.
The surface energy density j was calculated as

j¼

1 h slab  slab . bulk  bulk i
E
N
E
 N
2A0
slab

(37)

bulk

where E
and E
denote the total energies of surface and bulk
cells (subjected to the same mixed boundary conditions) containing Nslab and Nbulk atoms, respectively. Equation (37) is consistent
with the remarks in Section 3.1 on locating the dividing surface:
Since the reference conﬁguration is the stress-free periodic crystal
lattice, the atomic volume has a given, constant value and so the
comparison of the slab properties to a bulk reference with the same
number of atoms ensures that the reference state also has the same
Lagrangian volume as the slab.
As ﬁrst presented by Needs [51], the Cauchy surface stress follows directly from the DFT stress tensor as

(38)

where sslab
and sbulk
denote the entries of the DFT stress tensor of
i
i
surface and bulk cells with current, deformed cross section A and
volumes Vslab and Vbulk respectively. As for the surface energy
density, surface and bulk cells are subjected to the same mixed
boundary conditions.
Our continuum analysis employs Lagrangian coordinates, and
we emphasize the need for consistency between both approaches.
This is relevant here, since the DFT code exclusively considers the
current conﬁguration provided to the simulation and so yields
Cauchy stresses. The distinction is irrelevant if only the surface
stress in the reference conﬁguration is of interest, since in this case
the actual and reference conﬁguration are identical. By contrast,
strain derivatives of the surface stresseseas required in our scheme
for evaluating surface excess elastic parametersediffer between the
Cauchy and Lagrangian descriptions. Accordingly, we obtain the
Lagrangian surface stress via the transformation (2) as
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c
d
e

This work

Computational

Experimental

4.0516
211
183
37

4.07a
202.1a
174.2a
37.9a

4.072c
200.4d
169.5d
44.5d

4.066b
201.3b
176.1b
36.9b

4.078e
191e
162e
42.2e

USPP, GGA: Ref [46].
FP-LMTO, LDA: Ref [47].
X-ray diffraction, 293 K: Ref [48].
Torsional-bar-resonance, 79 K: Ref [49].
Ref [50].

Si ¼

1 h slab slab  slab . bulk  bulk bulk i
V
N
V0 Si
;
Si  N
2A0 0

(39)

where Sslab
and Sbulk
mark the required entries of the 2nd Piolai
i
Kirchhoff stress tensors of the surface and bulk cells, respectively.
In the supplementary online material, we provide component-wise
expressions for the required Si in terms of the Cauchy stresses si
and strain increments ε and g. Note that via Equations (38) and (39)
we base our evaluation on stress calculations both deﬁned with
DFT-based values rather than using a continuum mechanics
transformation.
4.3. Surface mechanical properties
The surface energy density j0 and the surface stress f0 (in the
¼ S1 ) were calculated according to
undeformed state f0 ¼
Equations (37) and (39), respectively. Numerical values are presented in Table 2.
Surface stress and surface excess elastic parameters were evaluated directly via the DFT stress tensor (see Equations (38) and
(39)), as this approach was found substantially more robust than
taking strain derivatives of the surface energy density. Calculation
of the surface stress as the difference between the entries of the
slab and bulk stress tensors is exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 2 for
the case of Au(111) under uniaxial tangential strain in the current
conﬁguration, using the axial component of the Euler strain. It is
clearly visible that the stress strain response of the surface slab is
dominated by the bulk contribution, resulting in only a slight
negative slope of the surface stress with strain. Due to the dominating bulk inﬂuence, particularly precise values of the surface
stress are required in order to evaluate the surface excess elastic
parameters.
Fig. 3 shows the surface stress components as function of the
surface tangential strain for both the Eulerian and Lagrangian
frames of reference. As our DFT study is not inherently limited to
small strain, we display the Cauchy surface stress components as
function of the corresponding entries of the Euler strain
½(U(FFT)1), while axial and shear components of the Green
strain tensor ½(FTF U) provide the abscissa values for the display
of the Lagrangian surface stress components Si . The variation of the
surface stress components with strain is well resolved, so that
linear regression affords meaningful results for the linear elastic
behavior of the surface, as embodied in the surface excess elastic
parameters c11 , c12 , and c44 in the current conﬁguration and ℂ11 ,
ℂ12 , and ℂ44 in the Lagrangian frame of reference. While the degree
of convergence is responsible for deviations of individual data
points, we have found that the general magnitude of the change of
surface stress remains stable over a wide range of k-grids and
cutoffs. As presented in the supplementary online material, we
expect the surface excess elastic parameters to change by less than
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Table 2
Surface mechanical properties of Au(111) and Au(001). Surface energy j0 ðJm2 Þ and surface stress f0 (Nm1) do not depend on the frame of reference. Surface excess elastic


parameters are presented in Lagrangian coordinates, ℂij ðNm1 Þ, and in the current conﬁguration, cij Nm1 .

j0

f0

ℂ11

c11

ℂ12

c12

ℂ44

c44

Au(111)

This work
LDAb
PBEc
EAMd

1.125
1.114
0.707
0.70

3.624
3.317
1.766
1.64

4.33
e
e
8.0

0.71
e
e
e

0.07
e
e
2.7

3.56
e
e
e

2.20a
e
e
2.6

1.43a
e
e
e

Au(001)

This work
LDAb
PBEc
EAMd

1.342
1.343
0.864
0.80

2.883
2.723
2.073
1.41

2.91
e
e
5.3

0.03
e
e
e

0.62
e
e
2.5

2.27
e
e
e

2.08
e
e
4.0

3.68
e
e
e

a
b
c
d

ℂ44 ¼ 12 ðℂ11  ℂ12 Þ, c44 ¼ 12 ðc11  c12 Þ.
Mixed basis PP, LDA, a0 ¼ 4.085 Å: Ref [52].
PAW, PBE, a0 ¼ 4.1740 Å: Ref [53].
Embedded Atom Method (EAM): Ref [21].

0.06 Nm1 upon an increase of cutoff or k-sampling. Accordingly,
the here achieved numerical accuracy is considered sufﬁcient, and
the results provide a reliable set of ﬁrst-principles surface excess
elastic parameters. The surface excess elastic parameters for both
frames of reference are listed in Table 2. We note that the numerical
values in the Eulerian frame of reference may differ from those in
the Lagrangian description due to the deformed reference. Parameters can readily be transferred between both frames of reference by considering the underlying deformations, yielding e.g. the
relation c11 ¼ ℂ11 þ f0 .
Let us now asses our ﬁndings in relation to the state of the art.
The numerical magnitude of the surface excess elastic parameters
emerges in the order of a few Nm1, comparable to the numerical
value of the surface stresses (see Table 2). In so far, our results
agree with previous reports based on numerical studies with
empirical (Embedded Atom Method, EAM) interatomic potentials.
Yet, as discussed below, the signs of our ℂ12 coefﬁcients are
opposite to what EAM predicts. The empirical potentials of previous studies have only limited transferability, and hence their
applicability to the special case of surface excess elasticity has not
been demonstrated. Our study follows a more rigorous approach,
using DFT as a method that can be expected to provide more
substantiated insights. As the present results have the considerably more substantiated basis they should be preferred over
earlier reports.
In the introduction, we have pointed out that the state of the
art from experiments establishes no general trend for either,
stiffening or softening of nanoscale objects by surface excess
elasticity. Therefore it is necessary to carefully assess the reliability
of the DFT surface excess elastic parameters on theoretical
grounds. As a ﬁst indicator, we consider the consistency of our
calculations. Conceptionally, strain derivatives of the surface energy density (see Equation (9)) and the surface stress (see Equation (11)) are expected to yield identical results. However,
differences can arise due to the computational implementation of
total energy and stress [45]. Our analysis of the ﬁrst strainderivative of the surface energy density j yields the surface
stress f0 in close agreement (Au(111): f0 ¼ 3.617 Nm1, Au(001):
f0 ¼ 2.870 Nm1) to the direct calculation via the DFT stress tensor
(see Table 2). This supports the consistency of both approaches
and, thereby, the validity of our analysis.
As a second indicator, we compare our results to other theory
data derived from LDA (local density approximation) and the PBE
(Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof) functional. Table 2 shows that for both
surface orientations, the surface energy density j0 and surface
stress f0 agree well with literature LDA results. The two LDA
potentials used in the present work and by Umeno et al. [52]
yield larger surface energy densities j0 and surface stresses f0

 lyomi et al. [53]. However, we
than the PBE potential used by Zo
note that the PBE potential also strongly overestimates the
experimental lattice parameter, while this is not the case for LDA
(PBE: þ2.4%; LDA: 0.6%). Hence, we conclude that the LDA
potential yields the more accurate results for the surface stress.
The EAM surface energy densities and surface stresses of Ref [21]
are closer to the PBE values than to LDA. Yet, the EAM reproduces
the same hierarchy of surface stresses as both LDA studies:
f0(111) > f0(001).
Finally, we compare our DFT results to the available experimental data for the bulk elastic parameters. It is well-known that
DFT bulk elastic parameters may deviate from the corresponding
experimental values in the order of ±10% [54e56]. A comparable
deviation is found between the various potentials employed for the
surface excess elastic parameters of ZnO, AlN, and GaN [25]. Our
DFT elastic parameters for the bulk reproduce the experimental
bulk elastic parameters with good accuracy (see Table 1). This
emphasizes that the sign as well as the trends for the magnitude of
the surface excess elastic parameters should also reliably emerge
from DFT. We conclude that our observation of a more compliant
behavior of the surface regions, that is embodied in the mainly
negative-valued surface excess elastic parameters, is a robust and
reliable ﬁnding. In view of the superiority of our DFT approach over
previous studies using empirical potentials, we conclude that our
resultsewhich study the Au(111) and Au(001) surfaces as exampleseyield the ﬁrst reliable assessment of the elastic response of a
metallic surface.
5. Effective elastic response of a circular nanowire
Let us now assess the implications of the DFT results for the
effective stiffness of nanoscale objects. By using the DFT-based
surface excess elastic parameters of Table 2 along with the continuum analysis of Section 3, we here combine insights from an
atomic-scale model, in which the surface affects the local material's
behavior in a region of ﬁnite thickness, with insights from a
description in terms of an excess free energy function that applies
to a two-dimensional surface. It is emphasized that the two approaches are in no way contradictory. As a phenomenological
approach, the continuum picture is stringent provided that (1) the
net excess energy of the solid body, per area, is correctly represented by the surface free energy function j and that (2) the state
variables are correctly identiﬁed [57]. The net energy of the atomicscale model is known within the accuracy of the DFT, and our
deﬁnitions of the location of the dividing surface provide meaningful values for the surface area as well as for the volume; the
latter in turn implies a meaningful identiﬁcation of the reference
energy. This supports the adequacy of the numerical values for j
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Fig. 2. Quantities entering the computation of the surface stress on Au(111) under
uniaxial tangential strain. According to Equation (38), the Cauchy surface stress
follows as the difference between the total stress contribution of the surface slab
slab bulk bulk bulk
Vslabsslab
/N
)V
s1 /(2A).
1 /(2A) and the corresponding bulk reference (N

derived from DFT. The use of tangential superﬁcial tensorsethat is,
projections of the bulk strain into the local surface planeeas the
state variables for the strain is rigorously implied by the continuum
analysis of surface elasticity, Ref [15]. Furthermore, Refs [31] and
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[32] have shown that the state variables and balance equations of
Ref [15]ewhich underlie our continuum analysiseapply even when
relaxation in a surface layer of ﬁnal thickness is allowed for, so that
additional deformation modes are active at the atomic scale. These
considerations support our analysis and speciﬁcally the relevance
of a reduction of the complex atom-by-atom behavior of surfaces to
the simple and powerful description in terms of excess quantities.
In our continuum model, we have chosen an isotropic representation of the solid elastic response in order to arrive at simple
equations that match the restricted precision of the experimental
database. Consistent with the restriction to isotropic elasticity, we
approximate the bulk behavior by using the elastic parameters of
polycrystalline gold, Y B ¼ 78 GPa and nB ¼ 0.44, and we use the ℂij
of Au(111) as an in-plane isotropic surface. Fig. 4 inspects the results
for the axial, torsion, and bending stiffness of a circular nanowire
versus the wire diameter. Displayed are the relative changes,
Y eff =Y B  1 or Geff =GB  1, in effective stiffness (Equations (26),
(30), (35)). It is seen that the surface excess elasticity has the
strongest effect on the torsion stiffness. This is expected, since
torsion involves the largest deformation in the surface regions, so
surfaces contribute particularly strongly to the stiffness. The effect
is less pronounced in bending, since regions near the intersection of

Fig. 3. Surface stress versus surface tangential strain. Figures (a)e(c) show the Cauchy surface stress versus the Euler strain ½ðU  ðFFT Þ1 Þ within the Eulerian frame of reference,
while Figures (d)e(f) show the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff surface stress S versus the Green strain ½(FTFU) within the Lagrangian frame of reference. Lines show linear ﬁts to the data.
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6. Summary

Fig. 4. Relative change, Yeff/Y B 1 or Geff/GB 1, in effective stiffness due to surface
excess elasticity versus the nanowire diameter 2r. Colors distinguish the three different
deformation modes axial tension, bending, and torsion. Numerical values were used as
indicated in the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the neutral ﬁber with the surface are not deformed at all and so do
not contribute to the effective stiffness. The surface effect on axial
deformation is least, because the transverse contraction (which is
particularly pronounced in gold) implies that the surface deformation in the direction normal to the load axis is much smaller
than the deformation along the load axis. Therefore, the overall
deformation of the surface is less than the net change in length,
implying less contribution of the surface regions to the axial
stiffness.
It is also seen that the numerical values are such that only
extremely small nanostructures are expected to respond to surface
excess elasticity with measurable changes of the effective elastic
response. For nanowires with diameters as small as 10 nm, and for
wires with any larger diameter, the impact of the surface is at most
in the order of a few percent, well below the detection limit in
current experimental techniques. This statement also applies to an
experimental issue that we brieﬂy addressed in the introduction:
surface excess elasticity has been discussed as one out of several
possible explanations for the strong (one order of magnitude
change) variation of the effective elasticity of nanoporous gold if
the ligament diameter is varied between 10 and 100 nm. The
message of Fig. 4 in this respect is unambiguous: The surface excess
elastic parameters are substantially too small for explaining the
observation as a surface effect.
Studies of nanoporous gold however point towards a different
and important issue in the context of experiments. Covering the
surface with one monolayer of adsorbed oxygen increases the
stiffness of nanoporous gold with a ligament size of 40 nm by 10%
[6]. Inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that this requires the surface excess
elastic parameters of oxygen-covered gold to be at least a factor 10
larger and of opposite sign than the numerical values of the present
study. This implies that surface adsorbate coverage may have a
decisive effect on experimental investigations of surface excess
elasticity. The notion is well compatible with the large scatter in the
relevant experimental data and with the ﬁrst-principles results for
ZnO, GaN, and AlN [24e26], highlighting the possible impact of
surface contaminants on the available experimental results. This
suggests that future DFT studies of oxygen-covered surfaces are of
high interest.

Our study is motivated by experimental reports of modiﬁed
effective elastic response at small size. We focus on the possible
contribution of the surface excess elasticity to this phenomenon,
ignoring other effects such as nonlinear bulk elastic response. The
key results of this work are numerical estimates of the surface
mechanical properties of two low index surfaces of gold, computed
by Density Functional Theory (DFT). The calculations yield the ﬁrst
complete set of DFT parameters including surface energy density,
surface stress, and surface excess elastic parameters for a metal
surface. We ﬁnd positive- as well as negative-valued surface excess
elastic parameters. In combination, their impact on the effective
elastic response of nanowires under various deformation modes is
an enhanced compliance at small size.
Our expressions for the impact of the surface excess elasticity on
the effective elastic response of a cylindrical nanowire also provide
an assessment of the magnitude of the enhanced compliance. We
show that the surface excess elasticity affects the effective elastic
response by only a few percent, even for diameters as small as
10 nm. By magnitude and sign, the consequences of surface excess
elasticity do not explain the experimentally observed sizedependent properties of metal nanostructures.
Besides revealing the magnitude and the consequences of the
surface excess elasticity, our study also advertises a conceptional
issue in deﬁning and evaluating local elastic constants at surfaces.
Experiment, continuum theory and atomistic model each use independent conventions for deﬁning the stresses and/or the strains.
Care is required in consistently using the appropriate deﬁnitions
and in converting between excess elastic parameters determined
by the individual methods. This is exempliﬁed by our comparison of
the Cauchy excess elastic parameters that emerge from the atomistic computation to the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff parameters of our
continuum model. The two data sets differ substantially in numerical value. The distinction has not always been appreciated in
earlier work and deserves more attention in future studies.
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